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ABSTRACT
Elf is a runtime for an energy-constrained camera to continuously
summarize video scenes as approximate object counts. Elf’s nov-
elty centers on planning the camera’s count actions under energy
constraint. (1) Elf explores the rich action space spanned by the
number of sample image frames and the choice of per-frame ob-
ject counters; it unifies errors from both sources into one single
bounded error. (2) To decide count actions at run time, Elf employs
a learning-based planner, jointly optimizing for past and future
videos without delaying result materialization. Tested with more
than 1,000 hours of videos and under realistic energy constraints,
Elf continuously generates object counts within only 11% of the
true counts on average. Alongside the counts, Elf presents narrow
errors shown to be bounded and up to 3.4× smaller than competi-
tive baselines. At a higher level, Elf makes a case for advancing the
geographic frontier of video analytics.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Embedded systems; •
Information systems→ Data analytics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A case for autonomous cameras Today’s IoT cameras and their
analytics mostly target urban and residential areas with ample
resources, notably electricity supply and network bandwidth. Yet,
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Figure 1: The target analytics and its execution. For simplic-
ity, only counts for one object class are shown.
video analytics has rich opportunities in more diverse environments
where cameras are “off grid” and connected with highly constrained
networks. These environments include construction sites, interstate
highways, underdeveloped regions, and farms. There, cameras must
be autonomous. First, they must be energy independent. Lacking
wired power supply, they typically operate on harvested energy, e.g.,
solar or wind [7, 14, 72]. Second, theymust be compute independent.
On low-power wide-area network where bandwidth is low (e.g.,
tens of Kbps [34]) or even intermittent, the cameras must execute
video analytics on device and emit only concise summaries to the
cloud. Section 2 will offer more evidence.
Target query: object counting As an initial effort to support an-
alytics on autonomous cameras, this work focuses on a key query
type: object counting with bounded errors. Inexpensive IoT cameras
produce large videos [19, 20]. To extract insights from video scenes,
a common approach is to summarize a scene with object counts.
This is shown in Figure 1: a summary consists of a stream of object
counts, one count for each video timespan called an aggregation
window. Object counting is already known vital in urban scenarios;
the use cases include counting customers in retailing stores for
better merchandise arrangement [65]; counting audiences in sports
events for avoiding crowd-related disasters [2, 62, 106]. Beyond ur-
ban scenarios, object counting further enables rich analytics: along
interstate highways, cameras estimate traffic from vehicle counts,
cheaper than deploying inductive loop detector [36, 69, 76, 89]; on
a large cattle farm, scattered cameras count cattle and therefore
monitor their distribution, more cost-effective than livestock wear-
ables [5, 13, 47]; in the wilderness, cameras count animals to track
their behaviors [55, 78, 81, 95].
Elf and its operation This paper presents Elf, a runtime for an
autonomous camera to produce error-bounded object counts with
frugal resources, especially limited energy. The counts are anno-
tated with confidence intervals (CIs) as shown in Figure 1. CI is a
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common notion in approximate query processing (AQP) [32, 33, 41,
45, 49, 104]. A narrower CI suggests higher confidence in the count,
hence more useful to users.
Elf builds atop periodic energy budgets, an abstraction commonly
provided by existing energy-harvesting OSes [52, 96]. As illustrated
in Figure 1, at fixed time intervals of a horizon (e.g., one day), the
OS replenishes energy budget to be used by Elf in the next horizon.
With given energy budget, Elf periodically wakes up the camera
to capture video frames ( 1 ); it runs neural network (NN) object
counters on each captured frame ( 2 ); by aggregating per-frame
object counts, Elf materializes a per-window aggregated object
count for each window ( 3 ); Elf emits the sequence of aggregated
counts by uploading them to the cloud either in real time or upon
user request.
The central problem: count planning The theme of Elf is to pro-
duce aggregated object counts with high confidence under limited
energy. Elf’s operational objective for a horizonH is to maximize
the overall confidence in all the emitted aggregated counts belong-
ing toH while respecting the energy budget forH . This is shown
in Figure 1(a).
The above theme sets Elf apart from various visual analytics
systems [56, 58, 60, 97, 101, 102, 107]. While prior systems focused
on per-object results (e.g., accurate object labels), Elf takes one
step further: it directly addresses the need for statistical summaries
of videos, optimizing for aggregated counts with narrow errors.
As a result, while prior systems focused on tradeoffs inherent in
vision operators, Elf exploits higher-order tradeoffs between frame
quantities and errors in per-frame counts. Its design thus has two
unique aspects.
(1) Perwindow: characterizing count actions and outcome Of
an aggregation windoww , Elf navigates in a large space of count
actions: it not only chooses the number of sampled frames but also
chooses an NN, i.e., a counter, to count objects on individual frames.
This is shown in Figure 1(b). For the window w , different count
actions lead to disparate confidences in the aggregated count as well
as disparate energy expenditures. There is no silver-bullet action.
Notably, a more energy-expensive counter does not necessarily lead
to higher confidence: while per-frame counts have lower errors, Elf
can afford to process fewer frames, leading to lower confidence in
the aggregated count.
Among all possible count actions forw , which ones should Elf
consider? Our answer is an energy/CI front – all the count actions
that lead to the narrowest CIs at different energy expenditure levels.
To quantify the energy/CI front, Elf integrates as one unified CI
two errors: i) Elf sampling frames rather than processing all possi-
ble frames; ii) per-frame counts being inexact. Prior AQP systems
addressed the former [32, 33, 45] but never the two integrated to
our knowledge. Elf unifies the two errors with novel modeling and
approximation, as will be discussed in Section 5.
(2) Across windows: making joint count decisions on the go
Of a windoww , the energy/CI front reflects the confidence return
from Elf’s energy investment. As we will empirically show, windows
often have different energy/CI fronts. As a result, investing the
same amount of energy on different windows yields disparate CIs
in their respective object counts. As Elf’s objective is to maximize
the overall confidence for a horizon, it must decide heterogeneous
count actions for windows jointly, e.g., to invest more energy on
windows where CI width sees more substantial reduction.
To do so, Elf addresses a dilemma between the needs for global
knowledge and for timely decisions: i) to decide the optimal count
action for a windoww , Elf must compare the energy/CI fronts of
all windows in the horizon; ii) to timely materialize the aggregated
count of w , Elf must decide the count action for w without see-
ing future windows. To this end, Elf predicts the action count for
each upcoming window based on the observation of past windows.
Based on reinforcement learning, Elf mimics what an oracle plan-
ner, which (impractically) knows a horizon’s all past and future
windows, would decide.
Elf runs on off-the-shelf embedded hardware. Our tests on over
1,000-hour real-world videos demonstrate Elf’s efficacy: with the
energy level of a small solar panel, Elf continuously produces ag-
gregated object counts that are only within 11% of the truth counts.
At 95% confidence level, the CI widths are as narrow as 17% on
average. We make the following contributions.
• The design space: We explore object counting on autonomous,
energy-constrained cameras. We identify the central design prob-
lem: characterizing count actions and choosing them at run time.
• The problem formulation: From the large space of count actions,
we formulate an energy/CI front as the viable actions a camera
should consider. To quantify the front, we propose novel techniques
for unifying errors from multiple sources into a single CI.
• The runtime mechanisms: To plan count actions at run time, we
design a novel, learning-based planner, which mimics the decisions
made by an oracle under the same observation of past videos.
• The implementation: We report a prototype Elf. Running on com-
modity hardware and with energy from a small solar panel, Elf
continuously produces video summaries with high confidence.
To our knowledge, Elf is the first software system executing video
object counting under energy constraint. Our experiences make a
case for advancing the geographic frontier of video analytics.
2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Autonomous Cameras
Compute: commodity SoCs Similar to commodity IoT cam-
eras [19, 20], autonomous cameras incorporate embedded applica-
tion processors, e.g., those with Armv7a or MIPS32 cores at a few
GHz and a few GBs of memory. We do not assume special-purpose
hardware for vision [7, 63], as their wide adoption remains to be
seen. The cameras run commodity OSes like Linux [15], which
supports POSIX apps and frameworks, e.g., TensorFlow.
Network In off-grid scenarios we target, low-power wide-area
networks (LPWAN) emerge as the norm [4]. One popular standard
is LoRaWAN [34]: engineered for long-range, low-power commu-
nications, it mandates deeply duty-cycled (<1%) transmissions with
data rate as low as a few Kbps [29]. Such networks motivate cam-
eras to upload concise video summaries only, e.g., object counts
over time windows. By contrast, uploading image frames (720P),
even one in every one minute (inadequate for deriving useful object
counts as our evaluation will show) would consume at least 40 Kbps
per camera [29], unsustainable on LPWAN.
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Energy source A key parameter of our system is the typical range
of energy budgets. We use as a reference energy source a small
(20cm × 20cm) solar panel backed by a rechargeable energy buffer.
Such an energy harvester costs as low as $30, commonly seen in
embedded prototypes and production [1, 53].
In two ways, we estimate the daily energy budget available from
such an energy source. First, we measure the energy harvested by
our small solar panel in the Midwestern US as 12.6 – 20.5 Wh/day.
Second, we follow the prior studies on solar-powered embedded
systems [53] and their typical parameters: a solar panel rated at 5W,
an energy buffer as a supercapacitor of 60Wh, and solar irradiance of
2490 – 9629 Wh/m2/day (major US cities, according to the National
Solar Radiation Database [10]). The energy available for use is 12.45
– 48.15Wh/day. We conclude to design and evaluate Elf with energy
budgets in the range of 10 – 30 Wh/day.
Energy budgeting At run time, the camera OS allocates an energy
budget prior to each horizon. OS energy budgeting has been well
studied [51, 52, 92, 96] and is orthogonal to this work. In a nutshell,
it sets the horizon length to reflect periodic/temporal energy avail-
ability, e.g., one day; it allocates energy budgets in order to stay
energy neutral given future energy availability (e.g., sunlight in the
next few days). As such, the OS may set different energy budgets for
different horizons. With the OS-level energy budgeting, Elf neither
has to be the only application running on an autonomous camera
nor has to run one query only.
2.2 Video Summary via Object Counting
At camera deployment time or run time, a user specifies her analyt-
ics as a continuous query ⟨τ ,α ,K⟩:
• Aggregation window length (τ ) defines the temporal granularity,
e.g., 30 mins, at which object counts are aggregated.
• Confidence level (α ) specifies the desired probability of the query
answer covering the ground truth count, e.g., 95%. Based on the
desired probability Elf generates confidence interval (CI), a bounded
error widely adopted in analytics systems [32, 33, 41, 45, 49, 104].
• Object classes (K , optional). By default, the camera counts all the
object classes recognizable by modern vision object detectors (e.g.,
80 classes by YOLOv3 trained on COCO [64]). The user may narrow
down the counted classes to a subset C , e.g., cars and humans.
Elf answers a query with a stream of aggregated counts, {[µi, j ±
δi, j ]}. In the sequence, each tuple corresponds to one window; µi, j
is the output aggregated count of object class j in window i; δi, j
is the CI width, which covers the true count with α probability.
For example, under α = 95% when Elf emits a count 1000 ± 100,
it indicates that the probability for the true count to fall in (900,
1100) is 95%. A smaller δ indicates higher confidence in the count,
making it more useful. Note that aggregation windows and CI
are well-known concepts used by popular analytics systems [32,
33]. Through further analysis, users may compose object counts
accompanied by CIs into higher-level statistical summaries that
describe trends in long videos, e.g., “there is a 90% probability that
cars crossing this intersection have doubled in the past week”.
Camera User
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Frames
Counters Aggregation Summary 
(as counts)
Query
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Figure 2: The Elf architecture
2.3 Object Counters on Individual Frames
As described in §1, to derive the object count for a window, Elf first
counts objects on individual frames sampled from that window.
To count per-frame objects, we follow a common approach of exe-
cuting object detectors [18, 38, 48, 100]. The state-of-the-art object
detectors are neural networks (NN). We choose a set of generic,
popular detectors as listed in Table 3. Note that: i) We are aware
of object detectors specialized for particular videos [60] which are
compatible with our design. We motivate and validate our design
with generic, well-known detectors for ease of experiments and
result reproducibility. ii) We are aware of recent work using NN to
emit counts without first detecting objects [59]; we dismiss such an
approach due to its tedious per-video, per-class training and much
lower accuracy than object detectors observed in our experiments.
The wide selection of NN counters offers diverse energy/error
tradeoffs at the frame level. This is crucial, as no single counter can
yield the narrowest CIs for all the windows under a given energy
budget. For instance, YOLOv3, an expensive counter, incurs low error
in per-frame counts; however, with its high energy cost (e.g., ∼50J
per frame on an Arm device, see §6) the system can only afford
processing one frame in every 2 minutes (with a 10Wh/day budget),
which eventually leads to inferior CIs. We will show more evidence
in §3.
3 THE ELF DESIGN
Figure 2 shows the architecture of Elf. A user installs a query to
the camera either at the deployment time or over the air later. Elf
plans its execution in the scope of a horizonH .
3.1 System Operation
Energy expenditure Elf executes the query by respecting the
received energy budget for the horizonH . It spends the energy on
the following activities: (1) Ecap for capturing frames; (2) Ecount
for executing counters on frames; (3) Eaдд for deriving aggregated
counts; (4) Eupload for uploading the aggregated counts. The first
two activities dominate the Elf’s energy consumption (>99.9% as
we measured): in each window (e.g., 30 min), Elf acquires tens of
MB pixels from image sensors and runs several trillions of FLOPs.
Activities (1) (2) hence will be our focus. By comparison, the lat-
ter two consume negligible energy: (3) only incurs hundreds of
arithmetic operations per window and (4) only uploads concise
numerical counts no more than a few hundred bytes per window.
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Count action For each window belonging to horizon H , Elf
picks the number of frames to sample and an object counter. For
the window, the action determines the confidence in the window’s
aggregated count and energy expenditure (including both Ecap
and Ecount ). Note that Elf must run the same counter on all frame
samples from a window in order to integrate per-frame count error
in a tractable way (see §5 for details); from a window, it must draw
frame samples uniformly in time to avoid sampling bias [46].
Objective: overall confidence as mean CI width Operating un-
der the energy budget for H , Elf seeks to maximize the overall
confidence forH . Our implementation defines the overall confi-
dence as reciprocal to the mean of CI widths of the counts from
all the windows inH . Mean CI width is commonly used to char-
acterize the overall confidence in a set of aggregates [33]. Elf is
also compatible with alternative overall confidence metrics, such
as median and minmax of CI widths of all windows inH .
3.2 Count Action & Outcome
We next dive into the relation between the count action and the
outcome. To simplify discussion, we focus on counting for a single
object class (i.e., one aggregated count per window); yet the discus-
sion applies to multiple classes if we consider the mean CI width
over all the counted classes.
For a windoww :
⟨Nw , Cw ⟩︸       ︷︷       ︸
Action
→ < Ew , δw >︸          ︷︷          ︸
Outcome
where Nw is the counter choice andCw is the number of frames
to sample; Ew is the energy spent on the window (including both
Ecap and Ecount ) and δw is the CI width for the aggregated count
of the window. For instance, Elf may execute an expensive counter
(e.g., a deeper NN) to produce more exact per-frame counts with
higher per-frame energy; or a cheaper counter (e.g., a shallower
NN) produces less exact counts with lower energy. Note that while
varying sample quantity is widely exploited by prior AQP systems,
varying per-sample errors (in our case, through the counter choice)
is a less explored opportunity as enabled by NNs.
The action/outcomeplot All possibleN×C combinations present
rich actions available to Elf. They are visualized in action/outcome
plots in Figure 3. On one plot, picking one counter (a curve in the
plot) and the number of sample frames (a point on the curvewith the
number annotated), Elf generates an aggregated count with specific
CI width (Y-axis) at energy consumption (X-axis). Along a given
curve, as sample number increases, CI width narrows, according to
sampling theory [46], and energy consumption increases. All such
plots for all windows inH form the basis for Elf to make count
decisions.
How to derive an action/outcome plot? For a specific window
w , the plot is determined by (1) the true object count inw ; (2) the
count variation during the course of w ; (3) the per-frame count
errors of candidate counters. §5 will present quantification details.
The design implications are as follows:
• No counter is silver bullet. For a given window, no single
counter (e.g. themost expensive or the cheapest ones) always results
in the narrowest CI. As exemplified in Figure 3 (left): when the
window’s energy expenditure is low (<0.5 kJ), cheap counters result
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Figure 3: A comparison of action/outcome plots for two ex-
ample windows, showing their disparate outcomes and en-
ergy/CI fronts. On each plot: X-axis shows the window’s
system energy expenditure (Ecap and Ecount ); Y-axis shows
the CI width of the aggregated count for that window; each
curve corresponds to a counter choice, on which each point
corresponds to an amount of frames to sample (annotated
along curves).
in narrower CIs; as the energy expenditure increases, expensive
counters start to excel. This is because with less energy the CI is
primarily bottlenecked by the inadequacy of sample frames, and
cheap counters allow more sample frames. With abundant energy,
even running more expensive counters Elf can afford adequate
frames; hence, the CI starts bottleneck at the errors in per-frame
counts.
• Operate on the energy/CI front only. On an action/outcome
plot, the bottom-left segments from multiple curves constitute an
energy/CI front as highlighted in Figure 3. The front contains all the
“optimal” count actions that lead to the minimum CI width (Y-axis)
with different amounts of energy spent on the window (X-axis). The
implications are that: i) Elf should always operate on the energy/CI
front, picking a point of count action from the front according to
how much energy it is willing to spend on that window. ii) As Elf
considers spending additional energy on a window, the gradient of
the front indicates prospect of confidence gain, i.e., the rate of CI
width reduction in response to additional energy investment.
• Make joint decisions across windows. The energy/CI fronts
vary across windows, as exemplified by a comparison of Figure 3
(left) and (right). This means the same amount of energy expen-
diture on different windows will result in different CI widths. For
example, increasing the energy from 2.0 kJ to 3.0 kJ would reduce
the CI width by 26 in Figure 3 (right) but only 9 in (left). Intuitively,
windows with higher object counts and higher variations (e.g. video
clips during rush hours) would see higher CI reduction than oth-
erwise (e.g., midnight). Since the objective of Elf is to minimize
the mean CI width across a horizon (§3.1), it shall decide count
actions across windows jointly, resulting in heterogeneous actions
and outcomes. As will be shown in the evaluation, the resultant
energy expenditures across windows could differ by 9x.
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Putting it together The above observations suggest an energy
planning strategy as follows. Based on energy/CI fronts for indi-
vidual windows, the system iteratively invests energy slices to the
window that sees the highest prospect of confidence gain. For that
invested window, the system picks the optimal counter and frame
count according to the window’s energy/CI front. Intuitively, the
system is inclined to invest more energy on windows with higher
object counts and variations; the system is therefore more likely to
sample more frames and pick more expensive counters – as energy
budget permits – on such windows. This strategy is the basis of the
oracle planner in §4.1.
4 COUNT PLANNING
Challenge To plan count actions towards the objective described
in §3.1, Elf shall address a twist of two needs:
• The need for global knowledge. To optimize for the whole hori-
zonH , Elf shall make joint count decisions across windows (§3.2),
i.e. comparing the energy/CI fronts of all windows, which reflect
their confidence gains from potential energy investment. Yet, not
until the end ofH can Elf estimate the fronts of all windows be-
longing to H , as Elf needs to see their respective object counts
and count variation (see §5 for details).
• The need for on-the-go decisions. Deferring count actions to the
end ofH (as indicated above) raises two problems. i) Stale results:
Elf will not be able to emit the counts for all windows until the end
ofH . AsH may span hours or days, doing so prevents users from
observing fresh object counts. ii) Excessive capture: Prior to each
window, Elf must decide the number of frames to capture, which
limits the number of frames Elf can process later. Deciding count
actions at the end ofH forces Elf to play safe, capturing excessive
frames for each window. Besides the two, holding captured frames
until the end ofH increases camera storage pressure and risk of
privacy breach.
Approach overview Elf addresses both needs above with an on-
line planner. The key idea is to make online decisions by mimicking
what an oracle planner would do. Specifically, the oracle planner
works offline: with full knowledge of a video, it decides what count
actions should have been for windows in the video by considering
the energy/CI front of all the windows jointly. Trained with the
oracle decisions and true object counts from the videos, the online
planner makes decisions that the oracle would make with a similar
observation of recent windows.
4.1 The Oracle Planner (Offline)
The oracle planner works based on impractical assumptions: i) it
knows the energy/CI fronts of all windows and ii) the amount of
captured frames exactly matches the amount needed in processing.
The oracle plans count actions by solving an energy allocation
problem: it iteratively allocates energy slices to the window that
exhibits the highest CI width reduction. More specifically, for a
horizon:
• Initialization: The oracle planner dispatches energy to each ag-
gregation window so that each window has a minimum number
M of frame samples. This is because in statistics, an estimation
from sampling is only regarded meaningful when the sample size
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Figure 4: Training RL agents for online count decision. µ and
σ represent the object count and count variation (observa-
tions) for each window.
is sufficiently large. We pickM = 30 by following common practice
in statistics [61]. The oracle picks the cheapest NN counter for
each aggregation window in order to start from the lowest possible
energy consumption.
• Iteration: The oracle repeatedly allocates a small, fixed amount
of energy to individual windows. To pick the next window W
for receiving an energy slice, the oracle examines the energy/CI
fronts of all windows, selectingW to be the one having the highest
gradient | ∂CI∂E | at the current operating point ⟨ energy, CI width ⟩.
By allocating the energy slice, the oracle updates the count action
forW and slidesW ’s operating point along its energy/CI front.
• Terminate: The oracle planner stops when it uses up the energy
budget. At this moment, the NN counters and numbers of frames
for all windows are the final count decisions.
In evaluation, we consider the oracle as the upper bound of the
overall confidence achievable by Elf.
4.2 The Learning-based Planner (Online)
Overview Prior to Elf deployment, we run the oracle planner
offline on sample video footage from the target camera; in our
implementation we use 3-day video footage. Using the video and the
oracle decisions as the training dataset, we train the online planner.
Deployed on the camera, the online planner continuously outputs
count decisions based on the object counts and count variation that
Elf emits recently, including those from recent windows and the
windows at similar times in recent days.
Rationale: Why could an online planner work? An online
planner acts only based on its observation of the past; yet, as we
will demonstrate in §7, it can output decisions closely matching the
oracle that knows both the past and the future. We attribute the
efficacy to the temporal correlation among object counts and count
variations in a video feed, a pervasive video characteristic. For
instance, the car count in 9 AM – 9:30 AM correlates to the counts
from half-hour windows prior to 9 AM of the same day and to the
count from 9 AM – 9:30 AM of prior days. While the correlation is
still not deterministic enough for Elf to directly predict counts as
analytics results, the correlation provides sufficient hints for Elf to
plan count actions and manage energy.
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Intuitively, the count action picked by oracle for a windowW
primarily depends on the relative significance ofW ’s object count
and variation with regard to those of other windows. Due to the
temporal correlation discussed above, both information is encoded
in the sequence of past object counts and count variations prior to
W . As such, the online planner can use the past sequence to predict
the oracle’s decision forW .
Why reinforcement learning (RL)? Essentially, the online plan-
ner takes sequential actions to optimize a long-term objective (i.e.
mean CI width). This pattern well suits RL, a general framework
for sequential decision making. In RL, an “agent” (e.g., our planner)
interacts with its environment (e.g., the energy budget and all en-
ergy/CI fronts) in discrete time steps to maximize its cumulative
reward. If the environment is fully observable to the agent, the
agent takes an action based on the current environment state at
each time step. The action takes the environment to a new state,
and the agent receives a reward accordingly. If the environment is
only partially observable (e.g., our planner only knows past, but
not future, energy/CI fronts), the agent takes an action based its
observation ot of the environment.
To apply RL, we face the following challenges.
• (C1) Long delay in rewarding. The count actions of all windows
jointly decide the mean CI width for the whole horizonH . Hence,
not until the end ofH can Elf evaluate its past count actions and
assign reward/penalty accordingly. This makes RL training difficult.
• (C2) Hard constraint on the accumulative outcome. Of our online
planner, the total energy expenditure across multiple steps (i.e.
windows) should respect a constraint – the energy budget forH .
Yet, the standard RL lacks mechanism to enforce such a constraint
to our knowledge.
We address (C1) to reward the planner in training timely and
frequently – at every time step: rather than reasoning about the
long-term impact of the planner’s decision, we consider how much
the decision deviates from the oracle’s decision. We address (C2)
by making the planner implicitly learn to respect an energy budget,
as we train the planner to follow the decisions made by the oracle
that operates under the same energy budget. To handle the unlikely
events that the planner burns out the budget before a horizon’s end,
we devise a backstop mechanism to be described later.
RL formulation As illustrated in Figure 4, we formulate:
• A time step is an aggregation window.
• The observation vector consists of the object counts and count
variation of the most recent M windows and the same-time win-
dows in the recent N days. Our experiment empirically chooses
M = 4 and N = 1.
• The agents are two that receive the same observation and pick
the number of sample frames and the counter, respectively. We
instantiate the two as a regression agent and a classification agent.
Both agents are NNs with the same multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
architecture. The NNs are small: the input layer has only 10 in-
put units; both NNs have two hidden layers each with 64 hidden
neurons only. Each NN has less than 5K parameters and 55KB in
size.
• The reward/penalty is an agent’s decision deviation from the or-
acle’s decision. For the regression agent, its reward function is:
rt,r eд = −|Nt,aдent − Nt,oracle | where Nt,aдent and Nt,oracle
are the frame amounts from the agent and from the oracle, re-
spectively. For the classification agent, the reward function is:
rt,cls = 1 if (Ct,aдent = Ct,oracle ) otherwise 0, where Ct,aдent
and Ct,oracle are the NN counters chosen by the agent and the
oracle planner respectively.
• Respecting energy budgets. To train the RL agents for operating
on a variety of energy budgets that the agents may receive from the
OS at run time, we discretize the target energy budget range into
multiple levels (e.g., 10–30 Wh/day at 5 Wh/day steps) and train a
pair of RL agents for each energy level.
Offline training & cost We follow a standard approach: we use
the Actor-Critic framework [93] and A2C [3], a synchronous, de-
terministic training algorithm as a variant of A3C [71].
Before deploying RL agents in real-world systems, we first run
the oracle planner on a video segment (3 days in our experiment) to
collect training data and train the RL agents offline. Our experience
shows modest training effort in general. For most video scenes
under test (listed in Table 2), we find a 3-day video sufficient for
training. The training overhead primarily comes from: i) running
the oracle planner, including deriving the energy/CI fronts by test-
ing all candidate counters on the videos; ii) training the RL agents.
The former takes a few hours on a commodity GPU workstation
with one Nvidia Quadro 6000 and can be further accelerated by
additional GPUs or TPU; the latter takes as low as tens of minutes
on the same workstation.
After deployment, we expect the trained RL agents to operate
for a long period of time autonomously. Our experiments show
their stable accuracy over our longest video lasting 2 weeks. In
real-world deployment, we expect to only retrain the RL agents in
case of substantial changes in video scene, e.g. due to cameras being
relocated or small scene changes accumulated over time. Users may
initiate retraining based on their knowledge on camera deployment,
or as preventive maintenance. Similar to the initial training, users
would need to retrieve a recent video segment from the camera,
run the oracle over the video on their development machines, and
update the RL agents on the camera.
Online prediction & cost Once trained, the online planner is
deployed as part of Elf on camera. As RL is incapable of guaran-
teeing perfect decisions, what if the planner mispredicts (despite
unlikely)? In particular, burning out energy before a horizon ends
would leave no energy for the remaining windows and therefore no
counts produced for them. To this end, Elf incorporates a backstop
mechanism alongside the planner.
Over the course of a horizon, Elf monitors the energy balance,
e.g., the remainder from the budget. When the balance drops down
to the “bare minimum”, i.e., the amount needed by the remainder
windows to run the cheapest counter with the smallest frame count
needed to be statistically significant (e.g., 30), Elf bypasses the
planner for the remaining windows and follows the minimum count
actions. If the online planner acts conservatively and has not used
up the energy when a horizon ends, Elf returns the unused energy
to the OS.
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Notation Description
x = x1 ..xn Inexact counts on sampled frames observed by a given NN counter
x¯, S The mean and standard deviation of x
µx A random variable representing themean of inexact per-frame counts
(from the given NN counter) on all frames
µ A random variable representing the mean of exact per-frame counts
on all frames
E′, E′′, θ E′ (or E′′) is the distribution of the deviation between µ and µx
when x¯ is above (or below) a threshold θ , respectively
V ′, V ′′ The distributions of µ , when x¯ is above (or below) θ , respectively
v ′α , v ′′α The CI widths for µ with confidence level α , when x¯ is above (or
below) θ , respectively
Table 1: Notations used in Section 5
𝓊x
Observations:
(x1, …, xn)
𝓊
Deviations between
𝓊x and 𝓊
Approx. 𝓊 CI
1
52
3
4
Figure 5: The workflow of deriving the CI
We encourage Elf’s conservative energy expenditures through
tuning reward functions for our RL agents. The rationale is that
we prefer (slight) budget underutilization to early burn out: while
the former only sees minor loss in the overall confidence, the latter
results in significant CI widths for a series of windows.
The planner itself incurs negligible energy overhead. For each
window, it performs around 8K multiply-adds operations. By con-
trast, even the cheapest NN counter in our selection performs 0.8
billion multiply-adds operations per frame. We estimate the plan-
ner’s energy consumption is at least four orders of magnitude
smaller than the per-frame counter.
5 INTEGRATING MULTI-SOURCE ERRORS
The problem Given a set of per-frame counts, Elf needs to derive
an aggregated count accompanied by a single CI – for both plan-
ning (i.e., constructing energy/CI fronts for all windows) and for
materializing aggregated counts.
Table 1 summarizes the notations used below. Our input is a
series of inexact per-frame counts (x = x1...xn ) as observed by one
given NN counter ( 1 ). Our output is a CI as an estimation for µ,
i.e., the mean of exact per-frame counts on all the frames ( 5 ).
Approach overview To model the random variable µ, we first
model a random variable µx , the mean of inexact per-frame counts
on all the frames; we derive µx from x , the observed inexact counts
on sampled frames ( 2 ). We then model the deviation between µx
and µ as caused by errors in per-frame counts ( 3 ). Eliminating the
deviation from µx , we derive the distribution of µ, from which we
estimate its CI via approximation ( 4 ).
We demonstrate the validity of the resultant CIs with experi-
ments on real-world videos (§7.2).
Modeling µx The theory of statistics gives us:
x¯ − µx
S/√n ∼ Tn−1 (1)
where x¯ and S are the mean and standard deviation of the observed
inexact counts (x ), and Tn−1 is the well-known t-distribution with
n - 1 degrees of freedom [46]. This holds regardless of x ’s actual
distribution, e.g., normal or Poisson, as long as the sample popula-
tion is sufficiently large (e.g., 30 which is also the minimal sampling
number for each aggregation window used by Elf), according to
the central limit theorem [103].
Modeling the deviation between µx and µ The deviation is
because µx incorporates errors in per-frame counts that µ does not
incorporate. We model the deviation with a heuristics: the deviation
has positive correlation with µ. The rationale is that an NN counter
is likely to incur more false positives/negatives on video frames
with more objects. Based on our experiments, when the absolute
value of µ exceeds a threshold θ (as we will empirically determine),
the distribution of deviation E ′ is best modeled as the ratio between
µ and µx (i.e., µ/µx ∼ E ′); when µ is small, the distribution E ′′ is
best modeled as a linear offset between the mean of true counts
and that of observed counts (i.e., µ − µx ∼ E ′′). Notably, E ′ and
E ′′ cannot be unified as one distribution. For instance, a small µ
results in a large ratio; including those outliers in the overall error
distribution results in high distribution variance as observed from
real videos. As Elf cannot directly observe µ at run time, it uses x¯
to estimate if µ exceeds the threshold θ .
Determining the parameters of deviations The means and
standard deviations of E ′ and E ′′ are crucial to modeling µ, which
we obtained through offline profiling: for each camera, profiling
once at the camera’s deployment time, and profiling again if the
video scene changes significantly, e.g., the camera being relocated.
This is based on twofold observation below.
• The distributions of deviation are stable over time, with a given
NN counter and a given video feed. As an example, wemeasured the
distributions with two counters, YOLOv2 and ssd mobilenet-v2 and
video segments from Jackson; we tested two week-long video seg-
ments that are one month apart. The Bhattacharyya coefficient [37]
between the two videos are 0.93 and 0.86 for the two NN counters,
respectively.
• The distributions are independent of the observed object counts
x , as we confirmed with chi-square test [46] on our video datasets.
Given such independence, we can integrate µx and E in order to
estimate the distribution of µ, as shown below.
Note that across different NN counters the above distributions
of deviation (E) are often disparate, even on the same video feed.
This explains why we only use one NN counter in one aggregation
window.
Modeling µ We use V ′ and V ′′ to denote the distributions of µ:
µ =
{
(x¯ + S/√n · t) × e ′ ∼ V ′ if x¯ > θ
(x¯ + S/√n · t) + e ′′ ∼ V ′′ if x¯ ≤ θ (2)
where : t ∼ Tn−1, e ′ ∼ E ′, e ′′ ∼ E ′′
Hence, the CI of µ, denoted as v ′α and v ′′α , is as follows:
CI =
{
[x¯ × µ(e ′) ±v ′α ] if x¯ > θ
[x¯ + µ(e ′′) ±v ′′α ] if x¯ ≤ θ
(3)
where P(|V ′ − x¯ × µ(e ′)| ≤ v ′α ) = α%
P(|V ′′ − x¯ − µ(e ′′)| ≤ v ′′α ) = α%
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USB
Raspberry Pi 4 OpenMV M7
Wakeup
Power
Figure 6: Our hardware prototype for testing Elf. The plat-
form consists of two interconnected SoCs for frame captur-
ing and processing, respectively.
Typically, the CI widths are derived through Monte Carlo sim-
ulation [87]: randomly picking the same number of samples from
t-distribution and NN counter’s error distribution (E ′,E ′′) respec-
tively, and combining them as Equation 2. The results are expected
to follow the distribution of µ, from which one gets the CI.
Approximating the distribution of µ The downside of Monte
Carlo simulation is high compute overhead; this is exacerbated by
that Elf must run the simulation repeatedly online for planning, as
x¯ and S can only be observed online. Fortunately, we observe that
each of V ′ and V ′′ is close to a normal distribution with a similar
cumulative distribution function (CDF). Hence, we approximate
the CI width by treating V ′ and V ′′ as normal distributions with
standard deviation σ (µ). Based on Equation 2, we derive σ (µ), the
standard deviation of µ, as below.
σ 2(µ) =
{
(σ 2(ux ) + x¯2)(µ2(e ′) + σ 2(e ′)) − x¯2µ2(e ′) if x¯ > θ
σ 2(ux ) + σ 2(e ′′) if x¯ ≤ θ
(4)
where : σ 2(ux ) = S
2
n
σ (tn−1) = S
2(n − 1)2
n(n − 3)2
As V ′ and V ′′ are approximated as normal distributions, we have
their CI widths as:
v ′α = zα/2σ (µ) v ′′α = zα/2σ (µ) (5)
where zα/2 is the Z-score for the given confidence level [46], e.g.,
1.96 when α is 95% and 2.576 when α is 99%.
The approximation above also sheds light on how different fac-
tors affect CI widths. For instance, higher variations (S) in observed
object counts and larger per-frame count errors (σ (e ′) or σ (e ′′))
contribute to σ (µ), resulting in wider CI widths (v ′(α) or v ′′(α)). A
larger amount of samples (n) reduces the CI widths.
Frommean counts to aggregated counts With the above steps
Elf estimates the mean count per frame, e.g., “the average number of
cars on the road at 1FPS is [0.5±0.1]”. To get aggregated counts, Elf
multiplies the mean by the amount of frames, e.g., “the total number
of cars in 30 minutes is [900 ± 180]”. See Section 6 for details.
video: auburn video: hampton
Figure 7: ROI-based object counting
6 IMPLEMENTATION
Heterogeneoushardware decoupling frame capture/process-
ing Commodity IoT cameras are often energy-inefficient at sam-
pling sparse image frames: to capture one frame, the whole camera
wakes up from deep sleep and falls back to sleep afterward, spend-
ing several seconds. We measured that the energy for capturing a
frame is almost the same as the energy for processing the frame
(YOLOv2 on Raspberry Pi 4). While the camera may defer process-
ing images (e.g., until window end) for amortizing the wake-up
energy cost, it cannot defer periodic frame capture.
To make periodic image capture efficient, we build a hardware
prototype with a pair of heterogeneous processors, as shown in
Figure 6. The prototype includes one capture unit, a microcon-
troller running RTOS and capturing frames periodically with rapid
wakeup/suspend; and one processing unit, an application processor
running Linux and waking up only to execute NN counters. Our
evaluation §7.4 validates the necessity of heterogeneity.
NN counters Elf builds on NNPACK-accelerated darknet [11] for
YOLO NNs and TensorFlow [26] for other NNs. It uses OpenCV [12]
for image processing.
ROI-based instance counting To avoid double-counting objects
in adjacent frames, a known computer vision challenge, our imple-
mentation adopts a common heuristics that exploit region of inter-
est (ROI) [18, 38]. Shown in Figure 7, an ROI for a video specifies
an image region as well as t , the maximum time that an interesting
object takes to travel through the region. Accordingly, the object
count within a time period is the total number of objects intersect-
ing with ROI on all the frames sampled over the time period at the
intervals of t . We are aware of enhancements for mitigating double
counting, e.g., by tracking objects across frames [90, 100]. Such
computer vision enhancements are compatible with Elf: they add
per-frame compute cost that is minor compared to object detection
which changes little of our core challenge: the relation between
count actions and outcomes; they are also orthogonal to our core
contributions for producing statistical results with limited energy.
7 EVALUATION
Our evaluation answers the following questions:
§7.2 Can Elf provide useful counts with valid, narrow CIs under
realistic energy constraints?
§7.3 Whether the key designs of Elf are significant?
§7.4 How will new hardware impact Elf’s performance?
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Video Length GT count description
Jackson [24] 2 weeks 1,386/3,060 An intersection inJackson Hole, WY
Auburn [21] 1 week 495/1,908 Toomers Corner inAuburn, AL
Cross [22] 2 weeks 329/4,412 A three-way cross,location unknown
Taipei [25] 1 week 1,658/4,284 An intersection inTaipei
Hampton [23] 1 week 1,267/4,824 An interstate road inHamptons, NY
Table 2: Videos for evaluation. GT count: mean/max ground-
truth count of all half-hour windows. Target object: vehicle.
NN Counters Input mAP Energy
YOLOv3 (Golden, GT) [85] 608x608 33.0 1.00
YOLOv2 [84] 416x416 21.6 0.22
faster rcnn inception-v2 [86] 300x300 28.0 0.40
ssd inception-v2 [68] 300x300 24.0 0.08
ssd mobilenet-v2 [88] 300x300 22.0 0.05
ssdlite mobilenet-v2 [88] 300x300 22.0 0.04
Table 3: The NN counters used in this work. mAP: mAP ac-
curacy on COCO dataset [64]. Energy: normalized energy as
measured on RPI 4.
7.1 Methodology
Videos We evaluate Elf on 5 long videos from different cameras
(Table 2). Each video lasts 1-2 weeks; altogether, they constitute
1176 hours and ∼800 GB of data. We intentionally select the videos
to cover diverse scenes, e.g., intersections and highways. Our se-
lection of videos is challenging to error-bounded object counting:
most frames contain few objects in ROIs; aggregated counts typi-
cally have small mean values and high variation. Finding optimal
count strategies for such sparse data is difficult as shown in prior
work [104]. We preprocess the videos by decoding them into 1 FPS
images to accommodate our ROI-based counting (§6). Of each video,
we use the first three days of video to train our RL-based planner,
and the remaining days for testing.
We report the results of counting vehicles. While Elf by design
supports counting multiple object classes (§2.2), to our knowledge,
there are no publicly available videos that last for days while con-
taining diverse object classes, each class with sufficient instances for
meaningful counting. Notably, video benchmarks popular in com-
puter vision research only last seconds or minutes each [17, 100],
inadequate for exercising Elf.
Despite our best effort in finding long benchmark videos, we
acknowledge the limitation in scene diversity of our video datasets.
In the traffic videos we use, object counts are more likely to exhibit
high temporal correlation, matching our rationale of using RL as
discussed in Section 4.2. Beyond traffic videos, we expect such tem-
poral correlation in a variety of video scenes, e.g., cattle monitoring.
Nevertheless, on videos where such temporal correlation is weaker,
e.g. counting rare wild animals, we expect the RL-based planner to
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Figure 8: Elf produces CIs that cover the true counts at the
target confidence level (95%, the horizontal line).
make more misprediction. For such videos, while Elf’s characteriza-
tion of count actions still holds, it would need additional heuristics
for planning.
Metrics To quantify Elf’s query answers, we report:
• CI coverage probability: the measured chance that CIs produced
by Elf covering the ground truth. The probability is expected to
exceed the desired confidence level specified by users (§2).
• Mean CI width, normalized to the mean counts. For example, for
a list of CIs as {[µi ± δi ]}, the mean CI width is (∑δi )/(∑ µi ). A
low value indicates high overall confidence in Elf’s answers.
• Mean error, defined as (∑ |µi − дi |)/(∑дi ) where дi is the true
count. This metric shows by how much Elf’s approximate counts
deviate from the ground truth.
Energy we report the whole-camera energy measured from the
hardware prototype.
NN counters and ground truth counts Table 3 lists the NN
counters used in experiments and their respective energy consump-
tions. Following prior work [56, 60, 101], we treat as the ground
truth the counts returned by the most expensive NN, named the
“golden” NN counter (YOLOv3).
Alternative designs We compare Elf to the following designs:
• GoldenNN runs the golden NN counter with the same amount of
sample frames in all windows.
• UniNN runs one single NN counter with the same amount of frames
in all windows. To make this design competitive, we set its NN
counter to be the one with the best average performance over all
test horizons of a given video. Unlike GoldenNN, the counter of UniNN
may be different on separate videos. The design uses our technique
(§5) to provide CIs.
• Oracle uses the oracle planner descried in §4.1, representing the
best attainable performance. Note that Oracle is built atop imprac-
tical assumptions and delays materializing aggregated counts.
System parameters We set our parameters as typically used
in prior systems: we use 30 minutes as the aggregation window
length [94], 24 hours as a horizon [96], and 95% as the default con-
fidence level [32, 70]. As discussed in §2.1, the typical harvested
energy from a small solar panel is 10Wh – 30Wh, which we use in
experiments.
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Figure 9: With given energy budgets (1st/2nd/3rd rows: 10Wh/20Wh/30Wh per day) and videos (columns), Elf provides nar-
rower CIs (Y-axis) than GoldenNN and UniNN, and very close to Oracle (the horizontal line).
7.2 End-to-End Performance
Elf provides valid CIs Our experiments show that the CIs cover
the ground truth count at the target coverage probability, which
validates our technique for integrating errors (§5). Figure 8 shows
the CI coverage probability, suggesting that Elf has met the speci-
fied confidence level (95%). The results are averaged over multiple
experiment setups, i.e., energy budgets and CI width targets, as
described in §7.3.
Figure 8 also shows the CI coverage by the alternative designs.
Employing our error integration technique, Oracle and UniNN also
meet the target confidence level. GoldenNN results in noticeably
lower coverage probability below the target. The reason is that,
when running GoldenNN under energy constraint, the system can
only afford processing a small number of frames (< 30) using the
golden, expensive counter. Such a small sample is insufficient for
deriving statistically meaningful aggregates.
Elf emits useful countswith limited energy. Elf produces small
mean errors and mean CI widths. On one hand, the aggregated
counts emitted by Elf are within 14.8%, 12.4%, and 11.1% of the
ground truth with an energy budget of 10 Wh/day, 20 Wh/day, and
30 Wh/day, respectively. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 9,
Elf presents mean CI widths of 22.1%, 19.3%, and 17.3%, respec-
tively. Such results are on a par with state-of-the-art video counting
approaches and analytics systems [31, 66, 79, 108]
7.3 Validation of Key Designs
7.3.1 Exploiting diverse NN counters. Elf significantly outperforms
using one counter only. As shown in Figure 9, compared to GoldenNN,
Elf’s mean CI widths are smaller by 66.6%, 59.8%, and 56.2% (note:
not percentage points) on average with an energy budget of 10Wh/-
day, 20Wh/day, and 30Wh/day, respectively. On some videos, e.g.,
Auburn, Elf’s CI is up to 3.4× smaller.
Diving deeper, we find that while the golden NN counter pro-
duces more exact counts per frame, the system can only sample less
than 30 frames per aggregation window. By contrast, Elf is able to
pick moderately less accurate counters while sampling 5×–9×more
frames. The large sample quantities outweigh the modest increase
in per sample errors and result in overall higher confidence.
7.3.2 Heterogeneous count actions across windows. Elf consistently
outperforms UniNN, a static count action optimized for all windows
in a video. As shown in Figure 9, compared to UniNN, Elf’s mean CI
widths are smaller by 41.1%, 16.6%, and 9.7% on average with an
energy budget of 10Wh/day, 20Wh/day, and 30Wh/day, respectively.
The advantages of Elf are twofold. First, UniNN only uses one
single NN counter that performs best throughout an entire video.
By contrast, Elf utilizes the energy/CI front to select the proper NN
counter for each individual aggregation window. We observe that:
within one horizon, Elf switches among 2 – 5 different NN coun-
ters across windows; across different horizon, videos, and energy
budgets, Elf’s counter choices are even more diverse. Accordingly,
Elf picks a wide range of sample quantities across windows, e.g.,
up to 5× difference (30–160 frames) with 10Wh/day energy budget.
Second, with a static count action UniNN allocates the same energy
on each window. However, as video characteristics are disparate
across time, the return of the same amount of energy varies substan-
tially across different aggregation windows as shown in §3.2 and
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(a) Jackson
(b) Cross
(c) Taipei
Figure 10: The amount of per-window frames by Elf’s
learning-based planner as compared to the oracle planner.
Figure 3. By comparison, Elf identifies such disparity and adjusts
energy accordingly (§4). As we measured, the difference in energy
allocations across windows can be up to 7×.
7.3.3 Imitating the oracle planner. The confidence in Elf’s results
is close to that of Oracle, showing the efficacy of our learning
approach. As shown in Figure 9, compared to Oracle, Elf’s mean CI
widths are only wider by 7.2%, 4.4%, and 4.1% on average with an
energy budget of 10/20/30 Wh/day, respectively. Note that Oracle
is impractical and cannot deliver timely results as Elf does.
Zooming in, we find Elf’s planner predicts the oracle’s decisions
with good accuracy, as exemplified by the videos in Figure 10. First,
the amount of per-window frame by Elf is within 15.5% of the
amount by the oracle. Second, Elf picks the same counters (out
of six counter options) as the oracle does in 56%–92% of all the
windows (mean/median=76%/78%, not shown in Figure 10). We
further examine when our planner deviates noticeably from the
oracle, finding out that these are the windows i) showing irregular
variations in object counts or ii) where the oracle picks a rarely
used NN counter. In the former situation, temporal correlation in
object counts is weaker, rendering RL less effective; in the latter
situation, as our planner does not see such rarely used NNs enough
during training, it is less likely to pick them at run time. Note that
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Figure 11: Elf on different hardware (video: Jackson, energy
budget: 10Wh/day). Higher Ecap indicates using less efficient
hardware to capture, while lower Ecap indicates using an ul-
tra low-power capture hardware.
i) even when our planner deviates from the oracle, the planner’s
decision is often the second optimal, incurring minor efficiency loss;
ii) the deviation in resource planning does not affect Elf’s statistical
guarantee for analytics results.
Elf’s planner strictly respects energy budgets allocated to it.
Recall that we tune our RL for conservative energy expenditures
in order to minimize occurrences of early energy burn out before
the end of a horizon, as described in Section 4.2. Thanks to such a
design, Elf has energy leftover at the ends of 64.6% of the horizons;
on average the fraction of unused energy is as small as 9.5%, which
will be returned to the OS. Elf’s per-window energy expenditures
are within that of the oracle planner as low as 8.2% on average.
7.4 The Impact of Hardware
In the current Elf prototype, we choose commodity hardware (RPI4)
that is popular for low monetary cost and programming ease. Next
we evaluate how Elf behaves with different hardware.
Compute hardware Elf is relevant with accelerators that run
NNs with higher energy efficiency; the extra efficiency may further
expand the applicability of Elf.
We test three accelerators: Intel NCS2 [8] ($80), Jetson Nano [9]
($100), and Edge TPU [6] ($150).With the results shown in Figure 11,
our observations are two. First, compared to RPI4, more efficient
accelerators reduce the mean CI width noticeably (by 22.1%–33.1%),
primarily because Elf affords processing more frames per window.
Second, even a cutting-edge accelerator (e.g., TPU) cannot reduce
the CI width to near zero. The error mainly comes from frame
sampling, showing the efficiency of the accelerator has not reached
a level where Elf can afford processing every frame. This suggests
our core design – count action planning – to be relevant in the near
future. Third, to yield similar CI widths, the accelerators need a
much smaller energy budget, hence more modest energy sources.
For instance, with an Edge TPU, Elf can operate on a solar panel
16.1× smaller while producing the aggregated counts with same
confidence. Such miniaturization simplifies deployment of cameras
and may suit them to low solar irradiance, or indoor environments.
Image capture hardware Efficient image capture as in our pro-
totype (Figure 11) matters. When Elf performs image capture with
the less efficient Cortex-A72, we measured the per-frame energy
for capture is almost 10× compared to our prototype which uses
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Cortex-M7 for capture. With less energy available for frame pro-
cessing, Elf resorts to cheaper counters or fewer frames to sample,
leading to much wider CIs (an increase of 35.6% – 59.0%) as shown
in Figure 11 (“higher Ecap ”).
Efficient capture will be increasingly important as more efficient
compute hardware emerges. We consider ultra low-power capture
hardware [40] that reduces capture energy by 10× and estimate its
impact as shown in Figure 11 (“lower Ecap ”). Compared to Cortex-
M7 used in our prototype, the ultra low-power capture reduces the
mean CI width across all compute hardware options, with more
significant reduction when accelerators in use: in the latter cases,
image capture will contribute a higher fraction of system energy,
or even become the bottleneck of the system energy.
8 RELATEDWORK
Object counting is a key video query. It has been extensively
studied in the computer vision literature and shown to enable other
scientific investigations [2, 16, 36, 55, 62, 69, 76, 78, 81, 95, 106].
Energy harvesting systems A variety of systems, ranging from
tiny embedded devices to datacenters, operate on harvested en-
ergy [43, 44, 50–52, 92, 96]. Elf shares their motivation and may
further build atop some of their mechanisms, e.g., energy budget.
Nevertheless, these prior systems never directly address approxi-
mate visual analytics as Elf does.
Battery-free cameras take a radical approach toward miniatur-
ization [7, 73–75, 77]. With frugal energy available on device, these
cameras are often restricted to occasionally sending out captured
images or running lightweight compute such as background sub-
traction. By contrast, Elf targets battery-powered cameras (§2); with
orders of magnitude more energy, these cameras can run richer
analytics built on more capable NNs. Elf therefore explores a new
design space disparate from that of battery-free cameras.
Specialized hardware Systems like XNOR.ai AI Camera [7] and
RedEye [63] embrace hardware specialized for NN or vision. The
gained efficiency may shift some design parameters of Elf, e.g.,
operating on smaller solar panels or smaller capacitors as discussed
in Section 7.4. These systems, however, do not eliminate the need
for approximate analytics, as vision algorithms are still racing to
higher accuracy at higher compute expense.
Optimizing video analyticsMany systems have been proposed
for video analytics, being real-time [39, 57, 58, 67, 83, 97–99, 105,
107] or retrospective [56, 60, 82, 101, 102]. In most of these systems,
compute depends on edge/cloud infrastructures, as opposed to
running solely on device which is needed by autonomous cameras.
Most, if not all, prior systems focus on per-objects results instead
of statistical summaries of videos, as discussed in Section 1.
Background subtraction is a common technique for skipping
similar frames without full-fledged processing [56, 60]. It monitors
if adjacent frames captured at higher frame rate (e.g., 1FPS) contain
mostly the same pixels. Elf can barely use background subtrac-
tion for skipping any frames: Elf samples frames sparsely in time
(e.g., one per minute); therefore, adjacent frames often differ on
substantial pixels.
Answering query with approximation and sampling Approx-
imate query processing (AQP) [49] speeds up queries over large
data. Typical AQP approaches include online aggregation (OLA) [32,
45, 54, 80] and offline synopses generation [28, 30, 42]. Besides,
many sampling strategies [27, 35, 42, 91, 104] have been proposed
to improve performance. AQP systems often answer queries with
approximation and bounded error as Elf does. However, they are
mostly designed for relational data but not videos; they do not run
inaccurate operators (e.g., NNs) on data. They do not face many
challenges as Elf does, such as integrating multiple errors and op-
erating under energy budget.
9 CONCLUSIONS
Elf is an analytics system to answer object counting queries on
autonomous cameras. Elf combines inaccurate NNs and sampling
technique for video queries. It contributes a novel mechanism to
make on-the-fly count decisions within and across multiple time
windows. It takes a novel approach to integrating errors from dif-
ferent sources. Tested on large videos, Elf provides good estimation
of object counts with bounded, narrow errors.
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